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1.1 Colloidal crystal in equilibrium systems 
Under equilibrium condition， the crystalline configuration of colloidal particles， so-called “col-
loidal crystal" is observed in the low temperature case. As increasing the temperature of the 
system， the orderly periodic arrangement disappears and par七iclesact like a fluid. This is the 
order-disorder transition and it is characterized as the discontinuous jump of the first maximum 
of the structure factor Sm defined as 
Sm三刷会的)戸市)I ' (1) 
where N is a number of particles in the system， and戸(k)is the Fourier transform of the density 
field for a given configuration. 
1.2 The order-disorder transition in sheared systems 
Similarly， incolloidal suspensions under shear flow， we can observe the discontinuous jump 
of Sm regardless of the existence of flow [1]. There are obviously two different phases that 
correspond to crystal and fluid in equilibrium systems. However， inthis situation， the particles 
drift along shear flow so that it is far from the static concept of “crystal" and the criterion of the 
melting in equilibrium systems seem to be not available in the non-equilibrium system. So， we 
conjecture that it is not enough to consider the static feature of this system for understanding 
the order-disorder transition in sheared system. 
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2 Results by using Brownian dynamics simulations 
2.1 Order parameter Sm(t) 
We identify the ordered and disordered phases in the sheared system by noting the difference of 
the behavior of the power spectrum， 
仙)=に也知(t)exp( -iwt) (2) 
where sm(ω) represents time dependent value of the maximum of structure factor with time t. 
2.2 Power園 lawbehavior in the ordered phase 
We performed Brownian dynamics simulations with Lees-Edwards periodic boundary conditions. 
Our main resul七withshear rateす=0.001 are shown in fig. 1. In the lower七emperatureregime 
than T = 0.16 (ordered phase)， the power-law fiuctuations are observed and its exponent is -2 
in the higher frequency regime than the shear rate守and-1 in the lower frequency regime， while 
it exhibits the white noise type fiuctuation in the high temperature case T = 0.18 (disordered 
ph出 e). We conclude that it is the clear characterization of the order-disorder transition of 
















Figure 1: Spectra Sm(ω)加 afunction ofωj21f守where守isfixed parameter今=0.001. T = 0.14 
(X)， 0.16 (circle) and 0.18 (star). The solid line representsω-2 slope and the dashed line ω一1
slope. 
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